Neogene post-collisional evolution of the internal Northern Apennines: insights from the upper Fiora and Albega valleys (Mt. Amiata geothermal area, southern Tuscany)
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ABSTRACT

The southern Tuscany represents the internal portion of the Northern Apennines. Its geological setting is particularly complicated due to two main tectonic phases: a first compressional syn-collisional phase (Late Cretaceous-Early Miocene) that led to nappe building and km-scale tectonic features; a later extensional post-collisional phase (Early Miocene-Pliocene) led to uplift and unroofing of the thickened crust linked to the anticlockwise Apeninne rotation and Tyrrenian Sea opening.

The upper valleys of the Fiora and Albega rivers in southern Tuscany represent a key area to reconstruct the post-collisional tectonic and sedimentary evolution of this sector of the Apennine chain. This area is characterized by a tectonic nappe stack built during the syn-collisional phase, unconformably overlain by Miocene-Pliocene depositional units, referable to a few sedimentary cycles. The sedimentary-tectonic evolution for the study area, as recognizable by field data, is the result of a sequence of different deformative and depositional events. The compressive event (Early Miocene) led to crust thickening and emplacement of the Ligurian units onto the Tuscan Nappe. Later on, a first extensional event (Early-Middle Miocene) developed low-angle normal faults. This event was responsible of a strong tectonic elision and crustal thinning, forming the "serie ridotta," characterized by a megaboudinage tectonic setting and developing structural-morphological depressions, probably seat of shallow-marine deposition. A second extensional event (Late Miocene) developed west-dipping listric normal faults, increasing the megaboudinage depressions. In the study area, the activity of west-dipping normal faults caused the deformation of the tectonic nappe stack with the development of regions with steep east-dipping attitude of bedding. In these regions east-dipping normal faults affected the steep dipping bedding, so to form structural depressions in which tectonic delaminated slices, usually Ligurian units, were emplaced. Moreover, such structural depressions represented also the basins of the Late Miocene continental-marine sedimentation. A third extensional episode (Pliocene) developed with high-angle normal faults which dissected all the previous structures. During this extensional event graben and half-graben basins formed, and the Early Pliocene marine transgression with filling of deep elongated basins parallel to the chain, developed.
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RIASSUNTO

Evoluzione neogenica post-collisionale della parte interna dell’Appennino Settentrionale: implicazioni dalle alte valli del Fiora e dell’Albegna (area geotermica del Monte Amiata, Toscana meridionale).

La parte interna dell’Appennino settentrionale rappresenta un’area a crosta continentale fortemente assottigliata a seguito di processi deformativi, sviluppati a partire dal Miocene inferiore-medio, collegati con l’apertura del Bacino Algero-Provenzale e del Mare Tirreno intertattile. L’area compresa tra le alte valli dei fiumi Fiora ed Albega rappresenta un’area significativa in cui è riconoscibile la sovrapposizione di più eventi deformativi postcollisionali. Quest’area è caratterizzata da due principali fasi deformato-sedimentarie: una superiore del Miocene di ambiente prevalentemente continentale e un’intermedia post-collisionale di evoluzione molto complessa, legata a fasi di deformatività di strutture superficiali che hanno determinato una serie di fenomeni di deformazione della crosta continentale e le successive sovrapposizioni di diverse unità strutturali.

La pila strutturale è caratterizzata da un’esplorazione geotermica che si estende fino alla base della crosta continentale.
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2003; 2004b) che interessa la crosta superiore. I rispettivi megaboudins sono rappresentati da nuclei a serie toscana comprensivi di tutta o buona parte della successione, delimitati lateralmente da zone di interposizione in cui si ha la sovrapposizione di unità liguri direttamente sul Calcare cavernoso o sui termini della Falda Toscana interessati da forti omissioni di serie.

Nell’area in esame sono riconoscibili faglie estensionali classificabili in quattro gruppi, che si differenziano in base alla geometria, all’entità della dislocazione, alla direzione di immersione ed alla posizione rispetto ai nuclei di Falda Toscana.

In base agli elementi emersi è possibile ipotizzare per l’area posta a sud del Monte Amiata, un quadro evolutivo tettonico-deposizionale che ha previsto nell’ambito della fase postcollisionale, una successione di episodi deformativi e deposizionali.

L’evoluzione strutturale e deposizionale neoautoctona dell’area è ricercabile a tre principali episodi deformativi legati alla tettonica estensionale postcollisionale, inquadrabili negli eventi distensivi riconosciuti da Baldi et alii (1994).

Il primo evento estensionale, datato al Miocene inferiore-medio (Decandia et alii, 1993; Carmignani et alii, 1994), ha determinato la formazione di faglie dirette a geometria flat-ramp-flat immersenti verso est, accompagnate da forti elisioni tectoniche (serie ridotta), che hanno prodotto un megaboudinage asimmetrico nei livelli superficiali della crosta.

Il mega-boudinage ha quindi determinato la formazione di strutture di tipo graben o semigraben, che in questo ipotesi trovarebbero collocazione in un regime estensionale relativo alla sedimentazione ne.kotlina.

Il secondo evento estensivo è inquadrabile nell’evento del Miocene superiore, e si sviluppa in corso di una sequenza tettonica destinata da un settore a modesta elisione caratterizzato da nuclei di serie toscana e da un settore a forte elisione, in cui le unità liguri poggiavano direttamente sulle evaporiti toscane. Durante questo evento deformativo si sono verificate ad individuare delle prime blande depressioni morfologico-strutturali, che hanno probabilmente rappresentato la sede della sedimentazione dei depositi del Miocene medio della Toscan meridionale. Si vengono così ad individuare i primi bacini sedimentari neogenici toscani, che in questa ipotesi trovrebbero collocazione in un regime estensionale relativo alla sedimentazione neaenotacona.

Il terzo evento estensionale, datato al Pliocene, è caratterizzato dalla formazione di sistemi di faglie listriche che a profondità si raccordano al tetto delle faglie paleozoiche (Carmignani et alii, 1994). In tale evento si attivano faglie dirette che in base alla loro ubicazione sembrano risentire del controllo strutturale esercitato dai megaboudins formatisi con il primo evento estensionale, le cui strutture vengono ad essere deformate. Durante questa fase il tetto della serie ridotta ha assunto una posizione strutturalmente ancore più depressa, in cui si sono verificati ad individuare i bacini del Miocene superiore, a sedimentazione lacustre. La geometria di tali bacini sembra essere vincolata ai sistemi di faglie attivi in questo evento, ma che si sovrappongono e risentono anche delle depressioni formatesi durante la serie ridotta.


The southern Tuscany, hinterland of the Northern Apennines, results to be therefore a large zone interested by the extensional Neogene phases, in which, the geothermic area of the Mt. Amiata constitutes a very important and representative sector in order to reconstruct the relationships between the different structures to the deformativ events.

In the framework of the Geological Cartography Project of the Tuscany Region, new field work, including a 1:10.000 scale geological mapping, is carried out for the area placed south of the geothermic region of the M. Amiata (southern portion of the CROP18B seismic profile). The study area extends for almost 230 km² and it is included between the high valleys of the Albegna and Fiora rivers (fig. 1). The data emerged from the field work allow some considerations about the relationships between the structural and stratigraphical evolution of the tectonic units of this sector of southern Tuscany, and in particular between the units involved in the collisional tectonics and the Neogene depositional successions. We discuss the fitting and the integration of the reported data within the depositional-tectonic evolution framework hypothesised by numerous Authors (Baldi et alii, 1994; Carmignani et alii, 1995; Decandia et alii, 2001) for this portion of the Northern Apennines.

PREVIOUS STUDIES

Previous researches in this area, with the exception of the most recent ones, only discuss the local geological setting, but without fitting in a larger evolutive geological model. The study area has been the object of several geological studies, especially during the years ’70 and ’80, when the geothermic research has to meet with a considerable growth. Among the more important works it is worth to mention: the geological map at scale 1:50.000 by Calamai et alii (1970) and the geological maps by Bettelli (1980a) and Bettelli et alii (1990) with the relative explanatory notes (respectively Bettelli, 1985 and Bonazzi et alii, 1992). A wide part of the area is included also within the Sheet 332-Scansano of the Geological Map of Italy at scale 1:50,000, with the explanatory notes of Cestari et alii (1981), and of the Sheet 129-S. Fiora, of the Geological Map of Italy at scale 1:100,000, with explanatory notes of Jacobacci et alii (1967). Other works of regional geology are of Elter (1955), Losacco (1959) and Decandia et alii (1994) for the Castell’Azzara area.

In the attempt to compare the geological framework of this sector of southern Tuscany, with geological setting of the Northern Apennines, Bettelli (1980b) and Bettelli et alii (1979, 1980) point out the presence of the «Canetolo Complex» in this area. The northern sector of the study area has been studied also by Pandelli et alii (2002; 2003), who provided new stratigraphical and structural data about the setting of the orogenic complex. Other observations are those of Crescenti & Giussani (1969), who emphasized the presence of overthrusting within the Tuscan succession in the M. Labbro area, and the works of Brogi & Lazzarotto (2002) and Brogi (2003; 2004a) who recognised thrusting also in the Tuscan succession for the western sector of M. Amiata.

Among works dealing with stratigraphy of the area, important are those of Canuti & Marcucci (1971) for the «Tuscan succession» and of Boccialetti & Sagri (1964) for the Ligurian complexes.
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INTRODUCTION

The internal region of the Northern Apennines repre-sents a zone of continental crust strongly thinned (Calagnile & Panza, 1981), as consequence of the post-collisional extensional process, developed since the the end of the Early Miocene (Carmignani et alii, 1994; 2001; 2004 cum bib), and linked with the opening of the Alge-nian-Provençal Basin and of the Northern Tyrrhenian Sea (Carmignani et alii, 1995; Jolivet et alii, 1990, 1998; Decandia et alii, 1998; Litotta et alii, 1998).

The southern Tuscany, hinterland of the Northern Apennines, results to be therefore a large zone interested
As far as it concerns the stratigraphy and the tectonic of Neogene deposits of the Albegna River Basin, we remind to the papers of Bonazzi et alii (1980), of Zanchi & Tozzi (1987) and of Bossio et alii (1993, with references therein).

GEOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK

The study area is located between the high valleys of the Fiora and Albegna rivers, and is characterized by a complicated geological setting, resulting from the pre-, syn- and post-collisional deformative phases of the Northern Apennines (fig. 2).

It is delimited to the north by the volcanic complex of the M. Amiata, to the east by the Neogene Basin of Radicofani, to the south-east by the volcanic complex of the Vulsini Mountains, to the south-west by the Neogene Albegna Basin. The study area is a wide regional structural high, with outcrops of units of pre-Neogene age (deformed both by the orogenic compressional tectonic, and by the extensional postorogenic tectonics) and Neogene units of continental to marginal marine environments (affected only by the extensional tectonics).

The orogenic nappe stack, formed by tectonic units originated by different paleogeographic domains, was formed during the compressional-collisional phase, ended in the Early Miocene in the Tuscany area. Since the Early-Middle Miocene up to the Plio-Pleistocene, the area became part of the internal sector of the Northern Apennines and has been affected by extensional tectonics and crustal thinning, with the development of sedimentary
Fig. 2 - a) Geological map and cross-sections of the area between the upper Albegna and Fiora valleys.
- a) Schema geologico e sezioni geologiche dell'area compresa tra le alte valli dell'Albegna e del Fiora.
basins (CARMIGNANI et alii, 1994; 1995). The Neogene extensional phase can be subdivided in different extensional events, that have led to the development of tectonic structures and basins with significantly different tectonic and stratigraphic features.

The Neogene depositional and structural evolution of the area is referable to three main extensional events, as recognized for the Metallifere Hills by BALDI et alii (1994).

The first extensional event, here referred to as «serie ridotta» event, dated to the Early-Middle Miocene (DECANDIA et alii, 1993; CARMIGNANI et alii, 1994) led to formation of low-angle normal faults with flat-ramp-flat geometry and strong extension (120%) (BERTINI et alii, 1991).

The following extensional events (Late Miocene up to Pleistocene) developed listric faults and narrow elongated structural depressions (grabens, MARTINI et alii, 2001 with references therein), with reduced extension (BERTINI et alii, 1991).

The second extensional event affected the «serie ridotta» setting during the Late Miocene, with development of listric faults that at depth represent the top of the Palaeozoic basement (BALDI et alii, 1994).

The third extensional event began in the Early Pliocene, and was characterized by the formation of listric fault systems. These faults flatten at deep crustal levels, in correspondence of a shear zone at the brittle/ductile transition, known as the «K horizon» (CAMELI et alii, 1993).

STRATIGRAPHIC AND TECTONIC UNITS

Based on field work, we recognize a nappe stack made of the superposition of tectonic units (formed during the main orogenic apenninic phase and later displaced by extensional tectonics), that fit well with the regional tectonic setting known for the whole southern Tuscany (LAZZAROTTO et alii, 2002 cum. bib.).

The nappe superposition is represented from bottom to top (fig. 3):

– the metamorphic units of the Tuscan basement, which never crop out, but have been recognised in deep drillings (ELTER & PANDELI, 1991).
– the Tuscan Nappe Unit, consisting of a sedimentary succession, that ranges from the evaporites of the Upper Triassic «Anidriti di Burano-Calcare Cavernoso» Fm. to the Upper Oligocene-Lower Miocene «Macigno» Fm.
– The «Santa Fiora-M. Morello» Unit, derived from the External Ligurian Domain. It includes the «Argille Varicolori» Fm., the «Pietraforte» Fm., and the «S. Fiora» Fm., from Early Cretaceous to Late Cretaceous-Paleocene in age.
– The Ophiolitic Unit derived from the deformation of the Internal Ligurian Domain, and constituted by the «Argille a palombini» Fm., that locally contains blocks of ophiolites.

The tectonic setting of this area resulting from collisional tectonics is less complicate than northern or western areas (see in BROGI & LAZZAROTTO, 2002 with references therein). To respect of these last, in the study area are not present neither the Helminthoid Flysch tectonic unit, nor the «Argille e calcari» Subligurian tectonic unit.
The sedimentary successions of the Neoautochthonous depositional cycles, sediments during the extensional phases, lies above the deformed tectonic units through marked angular unconformities. The Neoautochthonous successions for the area south of the M. Amiata, are organized in several main depositional cycles, which are from the lowest: a shallow-marine succession Middle Miocene in age (for which some authors placed these deposits in a compressional setting, see in MARTINI et alii, 1995), an Upper Miocene succession, mainly of continental environment, a Pliocene succession of marine environment, and a Villafranchian succession of continental environment.

THE TUSCAN NAPPE UNIT

The Tuscan Nappe Unit is represented in the study area by a succession which ranges from the «Calcarea Cavernoso» Fm. (Late Triassic) to the Chattian-Aquitanian «Macigno» Fm.. The terms of this unit crop out along a N-S to NW-SE direction, in the areas of Roccalbegna-Rocchette-Semproniano and of Castell’Azzara-Selvena-Elmo, and to a smaller extent in the area of Cellena (fig. 2). The lower portion of the outcropping succession, Triassic-Early Cretaceous in age, is represented by the «Calcari a Rhaetavicula contorta» Fm., the «Calcarea Massiccio» Fm., the «Calcarea Rosso ammonitico» Fm., the «Calcarea Selcifero» Fm., the «Marne a Posidonomya» Fm., and the «Diaspri» Fm. The «Maiolica» Fm. crops out in a narrow area in the Albegna R. valley, between Poggio il Sasso and Rocchette, and more widely, in the area between Selvena, M. Rotondo and Elmo. The upper part of the Tuscan Nappe, represented by the «Scaglia Toscana» and by the «Macigno» Fm., is well exposed between Roccalbegna and Semproniano, at the Ripa of Cellena, on the southern and eastern sides of M. Rotondo and at the M. Civitella, M. Vitozzo, M. Elmo. The «Scaglia Toscana» (Early Cretaceous to Oligocene), rests on the «Maiolica» Fm., or where this is absent, directly on the «Diaspri» Fm. Inside the «Scaglia Toscana» Fm. of the Chianti Mts. minor stratigraphic units have been mapped (CANUTI et alii, 1965; FAZZUOLI et alii, 1996). These lithostratigraphic units, starting from the bottom, are: – dark red shales with thin layers of greenish-grey siliceous calcilutites and levels of cherts, to which follow black shales with thin manganesiferous levels («Argilliti di Brolio»), the maximum thickness is of 60 metres; – marls, calcareous marls and pink shaly marls, with interlayered grey marly limestones, with the thickness of few hundreds metres («Marne del Sugame»); – interlayered beds of calcilutites, calcarenites, dark red and grey shales, for a maximum thickness of a few tens of metres («Sottonummulitico» Member); – calcarenites and calcirudites in thick and amalgamated beds, sometimes with dark grey jasper nodules, with a thickness of a few hundreds of metres («Calcareniti di Montegrossi» or «Nummulitico» Auctt.); – interlayered beds of calcilutites, calcarenites, marls and brown or dark red shales for a maximum thickness of 70-80 metres («Argilliti e calcareniti di Dudda»).

The «Macigno» Fm. outcropping in the eastern sector of the area represents the youngest formation of the Tuscan Nappe. This formation rests on to the «Scaglia Toscana», often with a tectonic boundary at the base (Elmo, Castell’Azzara). The «Macigno» Fm. is made of silicilastic sandstones and siltstones of dark grey colour, of tur-

Fig. 3 - Sketch showing the relationships among the tectonic units and the neoautochthonous succession. For the neoautochthonous succession the depositional environments are also reported.

- Schema dei rapporti tra le unità tettoniche e la successione neoautochtona dell’area in studio. Per la successione neoautoctona sono inoltre indicati a lato gli ambienti sedimentari.
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bidite character. The «Macigno» Fm. outcropping in the internal southern Tuscany, is dated at the late Chattian-Early Aquitanian (COSTA et alii, 1997; CORNAMUSINI et alii, 1999).

S. FIORA-M. MORELLO UNIT

The formations belonging to this tectonic unit are widely exposed in N-S and NW-SE oriented outcrops (fig. 2). The main outcrops are: north of M. Civitella, between Castell'Azzara and Montevitozzo, south of Elmo, along the Fiora River valley, between Semproniano and Catabbio, and on the western side of the Albegna River valley.

This tectonic unit consists of formations which are (from the bottom): the «Argille Varicolori» Fm. made of manganiferous varicoloured and greenish-grey shales, with interlayered siltstones and calcilutites, the whole corresponding to the «Villa la Selva» Fm. of COSTANTINI et alii (1978) and to the «Scopi di Barabao» Unit of CASTARI et alii (1981) of Early Cretaceous age (COSTANTINI et alii, 1978; BETTELLI, 1980b; 1985).

The «Argille Varicolori» Fm. is followed upward by the «S. Fiora» Fm., widely outcropping. The «S. Fiora» Fm., correlable with the «Siliana» Fm. of northern Tuscany (BOCCALETTI et alii, 1987), is formed of an alternating of grey-brown or dark red shales and calcilutites, with minor calcarenites, sandstones and siltstones. Within the «S. Fiora» Fm. thick levels (a few tens of meters) of marls occur, correlatable with the «Marne di Castelnuovo dell'Abate».

In the «S. Fiora» Unit turbidites of the «Pietraforte» Fm. are also documented. They crop out widely as lenticular bodies, east of Poggio Prugneto, to Montebuono, to the west of Petricci, and in the northern sector between Selvina and Triana. The «Pietraforte» Fm. is made of beds of sandstones, siltstones, and of microrudrites with a mainly siliciclastic composition, and with minor carbonate content. On the basis of the sandstone/mud ratio, we recognize some lithofacies, which are the ruditic lithofacies («Cicerchina»), the arenaceous l., the arenaceous-mud l. and the mud-arenaceous l. The «Pietraforte» Fm. shows relationships of heteropy with the «S. Fiora» Fm., in particular with its middle-upper portion.

The age of the «S. Fiora» Fm. in the Northern Apennines, is ascribed to the Late Cretaceous-Eocene, although in the southern Tuscany it seems to have a distribution from the Aptian/Albian to the Late Cretaceous (COSTANTINI et alii, 1978; PANDELLI et alii, 2002).

THE OPHIOLITIC UNIT

The Ophiolitic Unit is represented in the study area only by the «Argille a palombini» Fm. It crops out in a marginal way, west of Roccalbegna, northwest of Catabbio, near Triana, near Elmo and in the Fiora River valley (fig. 2). It is constituted by dark grey shales, with fine-grained limestone beds, slightly siliceous of pale grey or greenish colour. The outcrops of Triana and of Elmo are characterized by the presence of plurimetric ophiolitic blocks (metagabbros, basalts, serpentinites, ophicalcites and ophiolitic breccias) and their sedimentary cover («Diapri», «Calcare a Calpionelle»), dispersed in the shales, and by lenticular horizons of quartzarenites. The «Argille a palombini» Fm., Early Cretaceous in age, is characterized by a strong internal deformation.

THE NEOAUTOCHTHONOUS SUCCESSION

The Neautochthonous Succession has an age ranging from Miocene to Pleistocene. The deposits are organized in syn-extensional successions, separated by angular unconformities: the succession «S» (that does not crop out in the study are, but just a few km to south) (Langhian-Serravallian) (GIANNINI, 1957; MARTINI et alii, 1995), formed of shallow marine sandstones and conglomerates; the succession «M» («serie lignitifera» Auctt., Turolian (Late Miocene) in age (BOSSIO et alii, 1998 cum bib), is formed by conglomerates, sandstones and clays of continental environment; the succession «P» (Early-Middle Pliocene) (BOSSIO et alii, 1998 cum bib) is made of conglomerates, sandstones and clays of marine environment; at the top a syn-post extensional succession «V» (Villafranchian (Late Pliocene-Early Pleistocene) in age, is present, which is made of conglomerates and sandstones of continental environment.

These successions show differences in age, in the depositional environment, and for the stratigraphic position and relationships with the substratum. Indeed, while the last two successions lie directly through unconformities over the other Miocene terms and of the pre-Neogene tectonic nappe stack, the succession «S» and «M» lays exclusively over Ligurian units, and the succession «M» also onto the succession «S».

Succession «S»

The deposits of the succession «S» have been considered here also if they do not crop out directly in the study area, because the neighbourhood of the outcrops (just few kilometers south of the area), their stratigraphic position intermediate between Miocene deposits of the «M» succession and the orogenic unit stack, their singificance and importance in the Miocene evolution of this portion of the chain.

The deposits of the «S» succession are called «Arenerie di Manciano» and have been referred to the Langhian-Serravallian (DESSAU, 1951; GIANNINI, 1957; MARTINI et alii, 1995). They lie unconformably onto the Ligurian formations, particularly onto the «S. Fiora» Fm. and lie below the Upper Miocene succession (succession «M») through another angular unconformity (unpublished geological maps of the Authors of this paper). The outcrops, together with the other Middle Miocene outcrops of the southern Tuscany-northern Latium (Ponsano, in GIANNINI & TONGIORGI, 1959; FORESI et alii, 1997; 2004, Rencine, in PASINI & SANDRELLI, 1977; MAZZEI et alii, 1981; BOSSIO et alii, 2002, Tarquinia and Pescia Fiorentina, in FONTANA, 1980a,b; CORNAMUSINI & PASCUCCI, 2000), represents key-elements for the definition of the start of extension in the hinterland of the Northern Apennines. They have been considered semiallochthonous deposits (Epiligurian units) relative to compressional basins (Baldacci et alii, 1967; SESTINI, 1970; MARTINI et alii, 1995), whereas more recently they have been considered as the first sediments of the Neoautochthonous depositional phase (CARMIGNANI et alii, 1994, 1995; ELTER & SANDRELLI, 1995).

It is worth note that recently BARBIERI et alii (2003), based on stronntium isotope analysis ascribed the outcrops of Manciano, Capalbio and Tarquinia, to the Late Miocene; this age results to be controversial and in contrast with field data and other stratigraphic data present in literature.
Succession «M»

The deposits of the succession «M» crop out in the high Fiora Valley (BETTELLI, 1985; BONAZZI et alii, 1992) on the east side (Montebuono) and on the west side (Catabbio) of the river. They lie with an angular unconformity over the Ligurian formations of the S. Fiora and Ophiolitic units (fig. 2), to form a small basin. The succession, of continental environment, is organised in a lower portion mainly formed of clays and silty-clays with interlayered lenticular beds of sandstones and conglomerates, and in an upper portion mainly formed of conglomerates. For the lower portion, the conglomerate-sandstone beds are particular evident on the east side of the outcrop, near the bottom of the succession. The conglomerate and sandstone beds, often form couples relative to a same depositional event, with internal organization, as a crude gradation, cross and plane-parallel lamination and imbrication of clasts. The clasts are polygenic and well rounded with a flattened or subpheric shape. Conglomerates present clast-supported or minor matrix-supported fabric. The beds are laterally lenticular.

The upper portion of the succession crops out on the west side of the outcrop, near Catabbio. It is formed of polygenic matrix-supported conglomerates, organized in crudely stratified beds, with poor internal organization, crude sedimentary structures, which are imbrication, cross-stratification, high heterometry and sphericity of clasts. Sandstone beds are also present interlayered with conglomerates.

The conglomerates of the upper portion lie onto the clays and sandstones of the lower portion, through a minor unconformity, evidenced also by the direct superposition of the former onto the ligurian formations at the west edge of the outcrop (Catabbio). So, based on sedimentary features and on the fossil associations (presence of ostracods, Characeae oogons, Bythinia, etc.) the lower portion results to be referred to the «serie lignitifera» Azzara, of Late Tortonian-Early Messinian age, whereas no data constraints (with the exception of the absence of marine fossils in the matrix, so to think about a continental environment) are present for the latter, if of the same age, or to attribute to the Late Messinian («lago-mare» facies, see in BOSSIO et alii, 1993; 1998).

Succession «P»

The Pliocene deposits crop out in the eastern and middle-western sector of the study area, infilling two distinct basins. The outcrops of the eastern sector belong to the Radicofani Basin, while the outcrops of Semproniano represent the northernmost portion of the Albegna Basin; another small outcrop is located northeast of Triana. Differently from the Miocene succession, the Pliocene succession is characterized by horizontal to moderately dipping beds. These deposits lie with an angular unconformity over all the pre-Neogene formations (Ligurian and Tuscan Nappe formations), as visible in the Semproniano area (fig. 2) and over the older Neogene units. In this area fossiliferous poorly cemented sandstones, with thin levels of conglomerates, pass towards the south to clays and sandy clays, probably representing a transition from marine shoreface deposits to a deeper environment. Differently, near Triana village, poorly rounded and strongly heterometric polygenic conglomerates with abundant clay-sandy matrix crop out; they rest onto only the Ophiolitic Unit.

The western border of the Radicofani Basin, located at the eastern edge of the study area, is prevalently represented, towards the depocentre, by blue-grey clays, while to the basin edge, where the Pliocene deposits lie stratigraphically over the Ligurian units, marginal deposits are present. These last are constituted by conglomeratic-sandy bodies and by thick bodies of shaly-calcareous olistostomes derived from the Ligurian units (BETTELLI et alii, 2001; CALLEGARI et alii, 2003). The former are present along the southern part of the edge (Poggio Pinzo and east of Elmo), whereas the latter substitute the former along the northern part of the edge (east of Castel-Azzara). To set a complex depositional architecture for the marginal facies of the Radicofani Basin. The two kinds of succession show vertical organizations recalling thickening-coarsening upward trends, which are for the former clays up to clays with Ligurian formation blocks, up to olistostromes, and for the latter clays up to sandstones, up to conglomerates, to evidence relationships of a regressive onlap sequence.

Succession «V»

The succession «V», cropping out in the Semproniano area and east of Elmo, lies unconformable also on the Pliocene formations. In the Elmo area, this succession is made of poligenic and monogenic conglomerates, scantily organized, poorly sorted and with reddish matrix; sometimes they also contain big sized blocks derived from the Mio-Pliocene conglomerate deposits. Reddish clay levels, referable to palaeosols and indicative of fluviatile/costaline environment, are frequent. For the Semproniano area, the Villafranchian deposits are represented by alternating conglomerates, sandstones and reddish clays (palaeosols), with travertine beds on the top. Travertines are mainly developed in the area west to the village, directly over the Pliocene sandstones.

THE STRUCTURAL SETTING

The tectonic setting of the area (fig. 4) is the result of the superimposition of pre- and syn-collisional compressive and post-collisional extensional structures.

The high Fiora Valley is characterized by the presence of alignments, NNW-SSE oriented, which are structural highs constituted of Tuscan Nappe succession, that include Jurassic carbonate formations, mud-calcareous terms of the «Scaglia Toscana», and the «Macigno» Fm.
Fig. 4
They are located from west to east in the following ridges (fig. 4): Roccalbegna-high Albegna Valley, Semproniano-Poggio Murella, Poggio della Vecchia-Elmo.

The structurally low areas form parallel alignments with Apenninic orientation as well. They are characterized by a strong tectonic elision, with emplacement of Ligurian units over the lowermost terms of the Tuscan Nappe, or directly over the Triassic evaporites. These structural depressions (high Albegna Valley, Fiora River Valley, the area east of Castell'Azzara-Elmo ridge) were then filled with Miocene deposits, that unconformably lie onto the Ligurian units.

On the whole, the geological structure shows a «megaboudinage» setting (DE Candia et alii, 2001; Pandeli et alii, 2002; Brogi, 2003; 2004b), that involve the upper crustal rocks. The megaboudins are represented by rocks of the Tuscan Nappe, laterally delimited by zones in which the superimposition of Ligurian units directly over the Calcare Cavernoso Fm. or over lower Tuscan Nappe formations, occurs. Based on geophysics and drilling data, Brogi (2003) recognized megaboudins oriented NNE-SSW for the Mt. Amiata area. In the our study area, located to the south of Mt. Amiata, based on outcrops data, the megaboudins are oriented NNW-SSE. They are bordered by normal faults with orientation ranging from NNW-SSE to N-S, faults that displaced the Ligurian units and the upper part of the Tuscan Nappe succession. In detail, the western and the central parts of each structural high are constituted by formations of the Tuscan Nappe with subhorizontal bedding attitude or gently dipping toward east; the eastern sides strongly dip toward east, up to the vertical or overturned attitude of beds (fold of Mt. Civitella-Roccaccia of Monte Vitozzo, fold of Ripa of Cellena and fold of the Albegna Valley). Fault systems linked both with collisional and extensional phases are recognizable in the study area. They have been differentiated on the basis of fault geometry, relationships with sediments, cross-cutting relationships, entity of dislocation, dip direction and position respect to the Tuscan Nappe megaboudins.

In more detail, we recognize a thrust system linked to the building of the orogenic stack, a system of low-angle normal faults (Low-angle normal fault system of the «serie ridotta»), a westward dipping normal fault system with apenninic orientation (High-angle fault system I), an eastward dipping normal fault system with apenninic orientation (High-angle fault system II), an high angle fault system with antiapenninic orientation (High-angle fault system III), an high angle fault system with apenninic orientation cutting also Pliocene sediments (High-angle fault system IV).

**Thrusts**

Thrusts represent the primary tectonic structures delimiting the units of the nappe stack, formed during the pre- and syncollisional phases. They only locally have been preserved, often inside the Ligurian units stack, in particular between the Ophiolitic Unit and the S. Fiora Unit. The tectonic chaoticity of the units and the bad conditions of the outcrops do not allow to verify if the thrusts show signs of later extensional reactivations during the postcollisional phases.

Thrusts are characterized by low-angle fault planes, as recognizable in the area south to Elmo, in the Fiora River valley, north to Catabbio, south to Roccalbegna and near the Triana village.

**Low-angle normal fault system of the «serie ridotta»**

Low-angle normal faults with flat-ramp-flat geometry, dipping toward east, have been recognized. They led to strong tectonic elision, typical of the «serie ridotta» setting (Decandia et alii, 1993). Such faults delimit the structural highs from the structural depressions, where the Ligurian units (hanging wall) are emplaced directly onto the lowest Tuscan Nappe formations (the Triassic evaporites) at the footwall.

In the southern part of the geological map (fig. 2), the low-angle normal fault between Triana village and the Fiora Valley, represents a ramp that more to the east becomes horizontal and delimits the megaboudin of the high Albegna Valley in the footwall, and the megaboudin of the M. Civitella-Poggio Pelato in the hangingwall. The Triana fault is displaced by a later high angle normal faults and it was then sealed by Pliocene sediments (NW of Ripa di Cellena). Another portion of tectonic ramp is detectable in the valley of the Albegna River.

Each megaboudin is therefore limited by two low-angle normal faults (extensional duplex in Brogi et alii, 2003), characterized by a western portion with strong crustal thinning and superposition of the Ligurian units directly over the Triassic evaporites (i.e. high Fiora Valley) and by an eastern portion with minor tectonic elision and Tuscan Nappe outcrops (i.e. M. Civitella-Elmo).

**High-angle fault system I**

High angle normal faults delimit to the west the megaboudins. These faults show apenninic orientation and Fioalaeectric toward west. They cut the «serie ridotta» faults, moreover uplifting the structure originated with the megaboudinage setting, with the development of structural highs, which are the Tuscan Nappe nuclei (fig. 4). These faults, displaced further the Ligurian units at the hangingwall, and uplift the Tuscan nappe at the footwall (fig. 4).

The main faults of this system are the Selvena fault with associated minor faults (Poggio Pietricci and Poggio Bronzino faults), which borders the Tuscan Nappe nucleus of Poggio Pelato-Elmo, the Roccalbegna-Fosso Rigo fault, which borders the nucleus of Fosso Rigo-Fiume Albegna, and the minor Petricci fault, which delimits the small nucleus of Ripa di Cellena.

The faults of this system cut the «serie ridotta» low-angle faults and are themselves cut by faults belonging at the younger systems, mainly Plio-Pleistocene faults.

The age of this fault system is referable to the Late Miocene, because they cut the «serie ridotta» faults, Middle Miocene in age (Carmignani et alii, 1994; 1995) and because they are sealed by Pliocene sediments (see the fault SW of Poggio Semproniano and Fosso Rigo-Fiume Albegna fault, in the southwestern corner of fig. 4).

**High-angle fault system II**

Normal faults with listric geometry and Apenninic or north-south orientation, east-dipping, are also present (Castell'azzara-M. Elmo area, high Albegna Valley, Cellena). Such faults are located to the eastern edge of the Tuscan Nappe megaboudin, displacing the low-angle normal faults referable to the «serie ridotta».
These faults (fig. 4) show middle angle dipping (outcrop of Castell’Azzara) or high angle dipping (Ripa di Cellena and Fiume Albenga outcrops). They displaced and further on lowered the Ligurian units to respect the Tuscan Nappe. So, these faults produced again lowering and delamination of the whole nappe stack, with the further uplift of rocks belonging to the Tuscan nappe succession; moreover they show an orientation and dip direction subparallel to the steep sides of the antiformal structures. As well recognizable at the eastern side of the Castell’Azzara antiformal structure, the attitude of the tectonic boundaries assumes an imbricate setting, with tectonic slivers of rocks belonging to the Tuscan nappe and to the Ligurian units, delimited by detachment fault planes dipping toward east (faults of the Castell’Azzara-M.Elmo area, Cellena fault, Albenga fault).

We observe moreover that this tectonic setting characterizes also the northern and southern pericline areas of the Tuscan Nappe antiformal structures, where the faults dip toward north-northeast (Monte Civitella) and southwest (Monte Elmo-Poggio Pietricci) respectively.

The faults of this system have been sealed by Pliocene sediments (Montevitozzo fault to east of Mt. Elmo, Rocchette-Albenga River fault and fault placed to west of Catabbio), whereas they displaced the fault of the «serie ridotta». The faults of this system locally cut also the faults of the west-dipping system (as recognized west of Elmo, see fig. 4), so we infer that the two systems are coeval or more probably the former subsequent to the latter, both of Late Miocene age.

HIGH ANGLE FAULT SYSTEM III

These faults have short extension in map view, mainly antiapenninic orientation (strike ranging between N5°E and N 80°E), with vertical or high angle fault planes. They delimit the nuclei of the megaboudins at their northern and southern terminations, or cut these last. They have mainly normal displacement, since they lowered the overlying units, as observable for the terminations of the Tuscan Nappe outcrops of the Ripa di Cellena and of the Poggio Pelato. Only locally, based on geometry of the dislocated formation boundaries, some of these faults show strike-slip component of displacement, as for the faults of Mt. Civitella, Montevitozzo, Cellena and Rigo Creek.

The faults of this system cut the faults bordering the megaboudins, but they are not displaced by more recent Pliocene faults. This system therefore could be dated at the Late Miocene.

HIGH ANGLE FAULT SYSTEM IV

This system comprises high angle normal faults displacing Pliocene sediments and cutting the other fault systems and are not related with the megaboudinage setting. The orientation of these faults is mainly apenninic, although some are N10°-40°E oriented.

Miocene and Pliocene deposits are displaced by these faults (respectively faults located near Poggio delle Vigne and southwest of the Albenga River), and some have been sealed by Villafranchian conglomerates (surroundings of Semproniano village), whereas others seem to have displaced also the Pleistocene travertines (Semproniano fault). Therefore, the activity of this fault system could be ascribed at a time interval between the Pliocene and the Pleistocene.

The normal faults affecting the Pliocene sediments of the Radicofani Basin, forming «horst» and «graben» or «semigraben» structures (LIOTTA, 1996), which western edges have been detected at the eastern side of the geological map of fig. 2, belong to this system.

DISCUSSION

The structural setting of the southern area of the Mt. Amiata, as well as of the whole southern Tuscany, is the result of a complex tectonic and sedimentary evolution. In more detail, a pre- and syn-collisional compressional phase and a post-collisional extensional phase have been recorded (fig. 5). The last is subdivided in a few Neogene events (BALDI et alii, 1994; BOSSIO et alii, 1998; DECANDIA et alii, 2001; CARMIGNANI et alii, 2001). The data obtained from this research, in the Fiora-Albenga valleys area, are discussed in the framework of the extensional tectonic evolution.

The studied area is characterized by the presence of tectonic structures referable to all the tectonic phases, both compressional and extensional, affecting the southern Tuscany (DECANDIA et alii, 2001 with references therein).

Regarding the compressional deformation, the area is characterized by a nappe stack developed during the Apenninic collisional phases, with the emplacement of deformed tectonic units belonging to different paleogeographic domains. It is worth to note for the study area, the absence of the Argille e calcari Subligurian Tectonic Unit, that on the contrary it is present in the northern and western areas. This could be explained with an «irregular» emplacement of the «Argille e calcari» Unit during the collisional stacking, i.e. a differentiated eastward advancing of the unit probably due to the action of syn-collisional strike-slip faults.

Regarding to the extensional setting, a megaboudin structure is well developed in the area, as observed also in northern more areas by BROGI (2004b). The megaboudins are constituted by rocks belonging to the Tuscan Nappe succession, which are laterally bounded by sectors characterized by strong tectonic elision. These extended sectors are characterized by outcrops of Ligurian units, strongly deformed and often resting directly over the Triassic evaporites (flat tectonic contact), or over the upper levels of the Tuscan Nappe (ramp). The Triassic evaporites represent the main detachment level of the «serie ridotta» (BERTINI et alii, 1991; BALDI et alii, 1994).

The megaboudinage process led to formation of asymmetric structures, each constituted of a sector with moderate elision (characterized by antiformal outcrops of Tuscan Nappe rocks) and of a sector with strong elision, where Ligurian units lie directly over the Tuscan evaporites.

According to BROGI (2004b), the megaboudinage structure could be referred to the first extensional event responsible of the strong tectonic elision, called «serie ridotta» process (LAVECCHIA et alii, 1984; BERTINI et alii, 1991; DECANDIA et alii, 1993), active in the time span between the end of the Early Miocene and the Middle Miocene (CARMIGNANI et alii, 2001, with references therein). Differently to BROGI (2004b), the megaboudins here recognized, have a different orientation (apenninic orientation NNW-SSE, instead of NNE-SSW) and an opposite asymmetry. In detail, investigated megaboudins
shows east-dipping beds on the east side and subhorizontal bedding on the west side, leading to outcropping the Tuscan Nappe lowermost formations.

As a consequence of the megaboudin structure of the upper level of the crust, morphological and structural depressions formed, corresponding to the main lower flats of the extensional tectonic contacts where the Ligurean units lie directly onto the Triassic formations; this agree with results of recent researches in the Mt. Amiata area (BROGI, 2003; 2004b).

It is worth note that the age inferred by various Authors for this first extensional event is Middle Miocene, based the age of the shallow marine post-tectonic sediments of southern Tuscany, as the «Arenarie di Man- ciano» (Langhian-Serravallian in GIANNINI, 1957 and in MARTINI et alii, 1995). These sediments have been supposed by some Authors as deposited in compressional-thrust-top basins, similar to those for the «Epiligurian» successions of the Emilian Appennines (BALDACCI et alii, 1967; SESTINI, 1970; MARTINI et alii, 1995). But data
reported by Carmignani et alii (1994; 1995) and Decandia et alii (2001) set the extension for the hinterland of the Northern Apennines at the end of the Early Miocene-Middle Miocene. So, we put forward the hypothesis that the megaboudin depressions could represent also the place of sedimentation. In such a case, the Middle Miocene shallow marine sediments of southern Tuscany, the « Arenarie di Manciano» just outside the study area, could be interpreted as the deposits infilling these first extensional basins. This can be observed SE of the study area, where the « Arenarie di Manciano» lies only on to the Ligurian formations (unpublished data of the authors). This setting corresponds at main flats of the « serie ridotta», where Ligurian formations lie tectonically onto the stratigraphically lower horizons (Calcari Cavernosi Fm.). This hypothesis needs of further data from all southern Tuscany to be confirmed.

In such a case, the « Arenarie di Manciano» could represent the first deposits marking the tectonic inversion for this sector of the Northern Apennines, during the Langhian-Serravallian, in agreement with the opening age of other sectors of the Tyrrenian area (Peloritani Mts. in Lentini et alii, 1995; Calabrian Arc in Mattei et alii, 2002). Such basins could have the same geodynamic and morphologic significance of the Serravallian deposits of the Tuscan Shelf, defined as syn-rift by Pascucci et alii (1999).

The megaboudinage setting of the Early-Middle Miocene appears to be deformed and dissected by normal faults. In detail, later normal faults affected the terminations of the megaboudins, producing a more pronounced uplift of the Tuscan Nappe nuclei. This led to a dome-like structure of the megaboudins, bordered by apenninic normal faults, lowering again the «serie ridotta» depressions, where the Ligurian units directly overlie the Triassic evaporites.

The dome building of the Tuscan Nappe nuclei were then bordered by antiapenninic faults, as recognized at their northern and southern edges. As showed for the Castell’Azzara Ridge, the megaboudins are often delimited toward north and south by faults with antiapenninic Castell’Azzara Ridge, the megaboudins are often delimted toward north and south by faults with antiapenninic

tilting of rocks in the footwall of the main west-dipping normal faults occur, resulting in areas with prevailing east dipping bedding attitude. During this uplift and tilting of three stratigraphic succession, east-dipping normal faults developed together with east facing folds, as well developed in the Tuscan succession for the eastern part of the megaboudins.

These new created morpho-structural depressions, act like basins for the sedimentation of the Late Miocene deposits, mainly of continental environment, which correspond to both « serie lignitifera» (Late Tortonian-Early Messinian) and « serie di lago-mare» (Late Messinian) (Bossio et alii, 1993; 1998 with references therein). In conclusion, the geometry of such basins were determined by the developing fault systems, but also strictly conditioned by the morpho-structural depressions already formed during the previous « serie ridotta» tectonic event. This is also supported by field data, because the Late Miocene succesions overlie only on the Ligurian units, representing the top of the above depressions and they are located right on the central portion of them (depo-central sector of the basins corresponding to the maximum tectonic elision); Brogi (2004b) based on field and borehole data get similar results for the northernmore Mt. Amiata area.

According to this interpretation, it is suggestive to suppose that all Upper Miocene succesions of the basins of southern Tuscany formed in this tectonic setting (see also in Brogi, 2004b), since these succesions overlie on to Ligurian units exclusively (i.e. Upper Miocene succesions of the Cinigiano-Baccinello Basin in Bossio et alii, 1994, and in Benvenuti et alii, 2001; of the Albegna Basin in Bettelli 1980a and in Bettelli et alii, 1990; of the Valdordica and Velona Basins in Bossio et alii, 1991; 1993; 1998 and in Santi et alii, 1998).

The Upper Miocene basins seem to be characterized by a constant ratio between tectonic subsidence and clastic feeding amount, as showed by the thickness of fluvial/lacustrine environment deposits.

The Miocene structures are then dissected by a normal faults system developed during the Pliocene-Pleistocene. This faults system led to the formation of tectonic depressions, graben or half-graben type (Martini & Sagri, 1993) with Apenninic orientation. The fault systems of this event don’t seem to be strongly controlled by the structures originated during the « serie ridotta» event. Faults displaced all the previous structures, causing also the transgression of the marine sediments either over the Miocene structural highs and lows. In the latter case, the Pliocene deposits lie unconformably over the Miocene deposits, over the Ligurian units and the Tuscan Nappe unit. Still during this event, deep marine basins characteristic of the Pliocene sedimentation of the internal part of the Northern Apennines, formed. Their distribution shows a clear NNW-SSE striking direction, with a narrow and elongated shape, like the Radicofani Basin. Moreover, the presence at the western edge of the Radicofani Basin of thick olistostromes, derived by the Ligurian formations, in the Pliocene clays (Calamai et alii, 1970; Liotta 1996; Bettelli et alii, 2001; Callegari et alii, 2003), suggests their genesis as the result of the combined action of normal faults and the uplift of the Mt. Amiata area, this last in part also due to the presence of a batholite intrusion (Acocella, 2000; Acocella et alii, 2002).
CONCLUSIONS

Structural and stratigraphic investigations in the area south of M. Amiata in southern Tuscany, have led to unravel the sedimentary evolution and the Neogene post-collisional extensional tectonics for this sector of the Apennine chain. The evolution fit well with models known for the hinterland of the Northern Apennines, as BALDI et alii (1994) proposed for the Metallifere Hills of Tuscany. Yet, some differences have been evidenced, in particular about the features of the deformation and the basins formation.

The most important results of our investigations are the followings.

The geological setting of the area is characterized by a megaboudinage with the presence of asymmetric megaboudins formed by rocks belonging to the Tuscan Nappe succession, separated by areas with strong tectonic elision. They have been produced by an extensional phase, that interested the whole orogenic stack.

Deformative and extensional structures characterized by different geometry and features, referable to three extensional events, are recognizable.

During the first extensional event (end of the Early Miocene-Middle Miocene), normal faults with flat-ramp-flat geometry dipping towards east developed (Low-angle normal fault system). They led to strong crusttal thinning, bringing in the flat zones to the emplacement of the Ligurian units directly over the Tuscan Triassic evaporites and pre-evaporite units. During this event the megaboudins formed. In the second extensional event (Late Miocene), the low-angle faults were dissected in the western limbs of the Tuscan Nappe antiformal structures by listric and high-angle west-dipping normal faults (High-angle fault system I). These displacements led to uplift of the Tuscan succession and its tilting towards east. This evolution led also to the development of middle- to high-angle east-dipping normal faults systems (Fault system II). These latter faults are located at the east side of the Tuscan Nappe antiforms or nuclei, affecting also the above Ligurian units. Consequence was an increase of structural depressions and basins, in which the Ligurian units were tectonically and in part gravitationally emplaced, and the Upper Miocene continental successions deposited.

The third extensional event (Pliocene-Pleistocene) is characterized by high-angle normal faults (High-angle fault system IV), with Apennine orientation, that cut all the previous structures, forming new narrow and elongated structural depressions with the sedimentation of the Pliocene deposits.

WSW-ENE faults, belonging at the High-angle fault system III, have been also recognized. They are related to transtensional or transfer faults, produced during mainly the Miocene event, either during the Pliocene event.

The Upper Miocene continental deposits (lacustrine and fluvial-lacustrine environments) lie exclusively over Ligurian formations strongly thinned in the serie ridotta structures, and are deposited within tectonic basins closed to the megaboudin morpho-tectonic depressions, produced during the first extensional event.

On this basis also the Middle Miocene deposits of the southern Tuscany (i.e. «Arenarie di Manciano») can be considered neoautochthonous deposits. They deposited in shallow basins, developed during the first extensional event.

Furthermore, it is worth note that the Neogene tectonic and depositional evolution detected for the southern Tuscany shows strong analogies, both in timing and in tectonic style, with the Amantea basin in the Calabrian Arc (MATTEI et alii, 2002), so to outline an homogeneous evolutive framework for the whole Tyrrenian Basin.
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